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Engineering Fluid Mechanics, 11th
Edition

Written by dedicated educators who are also real-life engineers with a passion for the discipline,
Engineering Fluid Mechanics, 11th Edition, carefully guides students from fundamental fluid
mechanics concepts to real-world engineering applications. The Eleventh Edition and its
accompanying resources deliver a powerful learning solution that helps students develop a strong
conceptual understanding of fluid flow phenomena through clear physical descriptions, relevant and
engaging photographs, illustrations, and a variety of fully worked example problems. Including a
wealth of problems-- including open-ended design problems and computer-oriented problems--this
text offers ample opportunities for students to apply fluid mechanics principles as they build
knowledge in a logical way and enjoy the journey of discovery.
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Wiley should be ashamed!!! They are a money grubbing half rate publishing company that produces
a unbound stack of papers, charges an astronomical amount, and calls it a "textbook"! Unfortunately
for the students that are required to purchase this "book", you are screwed. This is a serious topic

for M.E. and A.E. majors. This "book" needs to last many years while a student transitions into the
work place and study for their F.E. and P.E. exams and not just for a sixteen week course. I
understand, I purchased knowing that it is loose leaf. However the more I think about how much I
and others got ripped off by this hack of a company, the more I am infuriated. This should be a
bound book for the price, but Wiley obviously does not care about a quality book that will last a
student several years and into their careers as M.E.s If you are a professor considering a textbook
to use in your class, please consider a different "book" and possibly a different publisher.

I have owned this book less than one week and pages are already pulling out. The publisher should
be embarrassed by this stack of paper. I will say the layout and material in the book is nice and I am
sure I will learn a lot from it; however, I can not get over the fact this was the only option to
purchase. I will spend another $200 on hole punch stickers if this "book" even makes it to the end of
the semester.

$200 for a stack of papers with holes punched. The text itself is fine, I like how the material is
presented, but no matter how well you try to take care of it, it will be destroyed in a year or two with
any considerable use. I have mine in a 3 ring binder.
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